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ABSTRACT 
Battletank crew must perform many diverse tasks during a normal mission: 
Crewmembers have to navigate, communicate, control on-board systems, and 
engage with the enemy, to mention a few. As human processing capacity is 
limited, the crewmembers will find themselves in situations where task 
requirements, due to the number of tasks and task complexity, exceed their 
mental capacity. The stress that results from mental overload has documented 
quantitative and qualitative effects on performance; effects that could lead to 
mission failure. 
 
This thesis describes a simulation of tankcrew during a mission where mental 
workload is a key factor to the outcome of mission performance. The thesis work 
has given rise to a number of results. First, conceptual models have been 
developed of the tank crewmembers. Mental workload is represented in these 
models as a behavior moderator, which can be manipulated to demonstrate and 
predict behavioral effects. Second, cognitive models of the tank crewmembers 
are implemented as Soar agents, which interact with tanks in a 3D simulated 
battlefield. The empirical data underlying these models was collected from 
experiments with tankcrew, and involved first hand observations and task 
analyses. Afterwards, the model’s behavior was verified against an a priori 
established behavioral pattern and successfully face validated with two subject 
matter experts. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview and disposition 
Using computers to simulate the human mind and behavior is a main theme in 
cognitive science. In this Master’s Thesis, computer models are used to simulate 
a battle tankcrew. Specifically, the models demonstrate how the tank 
crewmembers’ behaviors change when their mental workload is high. 
 
High mental workload is a natural consequence of the tankcrew’s working 
situation. They must perform many diverse tasks, sitting in a narrow physical 
space, and while their environment can hide sophisticated threats. The tactical 
and operational performance of the tankcrew often determines the outcome of the 
battle, which ultimately can lead to life or death. In section 1.2 the problem 
definition for this thesis is formulated, based on the crew’s working situation. 
 
While the crew’s situation is a natural starting point, the emphasis of the thesis is 
on the theoretical background (Chapter 2) and the modeling process itself. 
Modeling and simulation (M&S) is being used more and more frequently in the 
defense community for studying complex systems. The risks in military 
activities, and higher needs for cost-effective alternatives to real-world testing, 
support this development. Cognitive modeling, which has evolved within 
psychology and artificial intelligence, is being described in an M&S context in 
section 2.1. 
 
The thesis is composed at the Department for Systems Modeling in the Swedish 
Defense Research Agency, within the project for Computer Generated Forces 
(CGF). CGFs are computer entities that simulate human commanders, soldiers, 
or operators either individually or in groups. Most obvious is the need for 
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INTRODUCTION 

computer-generated forces in training simulators, where CGFs can play the role 
of either enemy or allied forces. A background to CGFs is presented in section 
2.2. 
 
The primary purpose of creating the tankcrew models is to explore potential 
methods and modeling perspectives. Specifically, the modeling process takes off 
from an approach where cognitive processes are affected by a collection of 
factors: behavior moderators. Two examples of behavior moderators are the 
effect of temperature on tactical performance, and the effect of fatigue on 
working memory speed. Behavior moderators are discussed in section 2.3. 
 
Mental workload can be seen as a behavior moderator, as it can be represented by 
a parameter that affects both cognition and behavior. By representing mental 
workload as a behavior moderator, the cognitive architecture itself needs fewer 
modifications. But what does the psychological concept of mental workload 
really represent? How can mental workload be measured in the first place? A 
summary of theory and experiments on mental workload, as well as its relevance 
in the tankcrew domain can be found in section 2.4. 
 
Chapter 3 describes the design process. Being the main content in this thesis, it is 
divided into four rather independent sections. Before the modeling process 
started it was necessary to investigate “state-of-the-art” modeling approaches, 
and reviewing models on behavior moderators and mental workload. These can 
be found in section 3.1. 
 
The modeling approach was empirical, starting with data collected from real-
world tankcrew, and afterwards using this data to design the models. This entails 
that model design is grounded in relevant experiments, tankcrew task analysis, 
and documented field experience. The aim was mainly to simulate task 
performance in a specific scenario, rather than making vague and general claims 
about innate human capabilities. The design method is described further in 
section 3.2. 
 
Collecting data is insufficient for bringing life to entities in a simulation 
environment. Cognitive models can incorporate the collected data, but must be 
programmed within an architecture to run in a simulation environment. The 
unified cognitive architecture used in this thesis is called Soar (acronym for 
State, Operator, And Result). This architecture is the result of 20 years of 
research on the underlying mechanisms of human cognition, and offers an 
explanation to cognitive concepts such as working memory, long-term memory, 
goal-directed behavior and mental states. Soar is briefly described in section 3.3. 
 
The first result of the modeling process was a conceptual model in the form of a 
hierarchical tree. This tree represents tasks that the tankcrew must perform to 
complete their mission. The conceptual model was then implemented in the Soar 
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framework mentioned above. In the next step, the implemented models were 
connected to a simulation environment. Here, three tankcrews were demonstrated 
in a common scenario, and behavioral effects of their workload level were 
recorded. All results are presented in section 3.4. 
 
In Chapter 4, the work in this thesis is briefly discussed. 
 
Almost anyone can create a model representing human behavior in some aspect. 
But how do we know it’s good one? A computer simulation, rich in detail and 
complexity, can often hide unmotivated claims about underlying cognitive 
mechanisms. Therefore, validation and verification is an important part of any 
modeling enterprise. In addition to assuring the realism of the model, one 
frequently wants to know how the model compares to other modeling attempts. 
These and other related questions are discussed in section 4.1. 
 
Given eight months of modeling work, some reflections about the process are 
included. Considerations regarding the use of experimental data in computer 
simulations, as well as thoughts on modeling methodology, is discussed briefly in 
section 4.2 
 
This thesis has no distinct conclusion and could — as most modeling attempts 
could - be considered a work in progress. Hence, some future extensions to the 
tankcrew models are proposed. How can the models, and the knowledge acquired 
during the process of creating them, be useful for future modeling attempts? 
Possible extensions to the model, feedback to the domain, and potential future 
use can be found in section 4.3. 

1.2 Problem definition and purpose 
 “‘Enemy in view,’ the gunner reported. 
 The thermal sight measured differences in temperature and could penetrate 
most of the mile of smoke cover. And the wind was on their side. A ten-mile-per-
hour breeze was driving the [rocket smoke] cloud back east. Sergeant First Class 
Terry Mackall took a deep breath and went to work. 
 ‘Target tank, ten o’clock. Shoot! Shoot!’ 
  
 The computer was out, damaged by the shock of the first hit. The T-80 was 
less than a thousand meters away when the gunner settled on it. He fired a HEAT 
round, and it missed. The loader slammed another home in the breech. The 
gunner worked his controls and fired again. Hit. 
 ‘There’s more behind that one,’ the gunner warned. 
 ‘Buffalo Six, this is three-one, bad guys coming in from our flank. We need 
help here,’ Mackall called; then to the driver: ‘Left track and back up fast!’ 
 The driver cringed, looking out his tiny viewing prisms, and rocked the 
throttle handle all the way back. The gunner tried to lock onto another target — 
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INTRODUCTION 

but the automatic stabilization was also out. They had to sit still to fire 
accurately. But it was death to sit still.” 
 
  from “Red Storm Rising” (Clancy, 1987) 
 
Although taken from a fiction novel, these episodes illustrate the working 
situation for tankcrew in battle. Noise, vibrations, sometimes panic, and the 
threat imposed by the enemy, are all normal elements. At the same time, the crew 
has to complete a number of tasks. These tasks must be performed in a narrow 
physical environment, using limited sensor data, during missions up to 48 hours. 
 
Gross et al (1998) describes the tank-commander’s task in following terms: 
“Main battle tank-commanders must perform a great number of tasks in the 
course of their duties: vehicle navigation, mission planning, surveillance, target 
acquisition, system monitoring and control, communications, and crew 
supervision. The speed and accuracy with which commanders execute these tasks 
can mean the difference between mission success and failure and ultimately 
between life and death.” 
 
As human operators have limited capacity to respond to taskload, there will be 
situations where the number of tasks simply exceeds the limits of the tankcrew’s 
capacity. This will result in mental overload. In these situations, different tank-
commanders exhibit a range of performance degradation in terms of less 
effectiveness and efficiency. 
 
As a background to the work in this thesis, a problem definition can be 
formulated around the following questions: 
 

1) Which tasks are relevant and necessary for modelling successful tankcrew 
performance? 

2) Of these tasks, which are affected by high mental workload and when 
being affected: how does the crew’s performance change? 

3) Knowing (1) and (2), how can a valid behavior representation of the 
tankcrew be created as agents in a simulated environment? 

 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore computer simulation as a way of 
answering the questions in the problem definition. Specifically, this entails 
simulating the effect of mental workload on tactical and operational performance 
among tankcrew. Such simulation will need modules for mental processes that 
have to be embedded in a surrounding where physical behavior can be 
demonstrated. Hence, the purpose is to create artificial agents representing the 
tankcrew, whose cognitive processes are affected by mental workload. It is also 
to create a scenario where the behavioral differences can be visualized in a 
simulated environment. 
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2. THEORETICAL 
BACKGROUND 

2.1 Modeling and Simulation 
Shannon (1992) defines the term simulation as “…the process of designing a 
model of a real system and conducting experiments with this model for the 
purpose of either understanding the behavior of the system and/or evaluating 
various strategies for the operation of the system”. 
 
Modeling and Simulation (M&S) is being used more and more frequently in the 
defense community, for planning, evaluating, designing and studying complex 
systems. The research on the possibilities and risks in military activities, 
connected with various modeling and simulation methods is supporting this 
development. Simulation is used as a method since performing simulations can 
be much less costly, and less dangerous, than organizing the same activities in 
the real world. The large defense community has limited resources, and thus 
simulation becomes an increasingly important tool. As the costs of testing in real 
environment began to rise, the role of modeling and simulation of military 
systems has expanded to include areas such as system development and 
acquisition (Kissel 1999). 

2.1.1 Cognitive modeling 

In cognitive psychology, modeling and simulation has a twofold approach. One 
of the reasons to create models is to make a fuzzy theory or a hypothesis more 
precise and concrete. For theorists, specifying and implementing a theory about 
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mind and/or behavior, is to make a realization of something general and unclear. 
The completeness, consistency and clarity of the model will be exposed in this 
process. The other reason is to account for empirical data. This means to find the 
internal mechanisms that generate the patterns provided by empirical data, as 
well as testing these mechanisms on new data (Kieras 1981, Kieras 1984). One of 
the greatest advantages with cognitive modeling is that it can be used to account 
for empirical data at a very fine level of detail. Given the accuracy of data-
collection methods, conventional verbal or mathematical models are not 
sufficiently precise where computer simulation models are. Further, simulation 
models are also well suited to capture processes and dynamic features (Kieras 
1985). 
 
In artificial intelligence, cognitive modeling is associated with the ambition to 
create human thought and behavior in contrast to rational thought and behavior. 
Taking Bellman’s (1978) definition of AI: “The automation of activities that we 
associate with human thinking, activities such as decision-making, problem 
solving, learning…” and Kurzweil’s (1990) “The art of creating machines that 
perform functions that require intelligence when performed by people” the image 
becomes more clear. While artificial intelligence is more focused on creating 
“smart machines” that in some sense think and act by themselves, cognitive 
modeling is focused on empirically valid simulations of some aspect of human 
thought and behavior. Also, AI is more focused on developing methods for 
problem solving in general. However, several approaches to AI, such as 
discrimination nets and probably the idea of rule-based systems, apparently 
developed as cognitive models at the same time, if not prior to, their adoption as 
pure AI techniques (Kieras 1987). 
 
In a long-term and broad perspective, modeling human cognition and action is a 
fundamental research method within the cognitive sciences. Attempting to 
simulate human thought and behavior, the modeling community generates 
hypothesis in the gaps of knowledge where empiricists have failed or not yet 
explored. 

2.1.2 Frameworks 

Central in modeling and simulation is the idea of a framework. It is an 
infrastructure that supports the operation of the system, but is itself largely 
domain independent. This common structure contains a collection of 
characteristic functionalities. For example a simulation engine that manages 
execution of modeling functions, a scenario generator that creates simulation 
input data, and a controller interface to manage the starting and stopping of the 
simulation. Often there is also a training interface that supports interactive 
participation by users and a network interface that allows communication 
between simulations operating on different computers (Smith 1998). 
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Also in cognitive modeling the idea of frameworks are present, although in a 
different form. According to Anderson (1993): “Frameworks are composed of 
bold, general claims about cognition. They are sets of constructs that define the 
important aspects of cognition. The distinction between long- and short-term 
memory, for example, would be a framework. Frameworks, however, are 
insufficiently specified to enable predictions to be derived from them, but they 
can be elaborated, by the addition of assumptions, to make them into theories, 
and it is these theories that can generate predictions.” 
 
But even though a single framework can be elaborated into many different 
theories, a theory is not enough to make precise predictions about a specific 
situation. One must make additional auxiliary assumptions to define how the 
theory applies to that situation. Once that is done, we have a model (Anderson 
1993). 
 
Synonymous to a framework would be Newell’s (1990) idea of “architecture”. 
An architecture is a domain independent structure from which many theories and 
models can be developed. Newell argues that Behavior in a model is the 
Architecture * Content, where content is equivalent to the assumptions in 
Anderson’s definition. 
 
To summarize, while in military conceptual modeling a framework is focused on 
a multitude of functions and generation of models and scenarios, the cognitive 
frameworks must in addition be competitive as general theories about human 
cognition. 

2.2 Computer Generated Forces 
Computer generated forces (CGFs) have several motives in the military domain. 
Most obvious and applicable is the need for autonomous agents in training 
simulators, having the role of either enemy or allied force. Currently, when for 
example a fighter pilot is on an attack mission in a flight simulator, the target has 
to be directed by a human operator. Similarly, when a commander is leading a 
tank platoon in a simulated peacekeeping mission, the tanks in the platoon need a 
crew operated by expensive military employees. In order to minimize cost and 
maximize training hours, computer generated forces can be seen as a cost-
effective way to replace human operators in these settings. 
 
The idea of a computer generated force began in the late 1980s during attempts 
by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) with the 
SIMNET application. SIMNET was a series of tank-simulators that were 
connected in a network using a common protocol. In the beginning the connected 
simulators were sufficient to train small units. However, in order to simulate 
larger missions with enough operators a more scalable method than just 
connecting another simulator was needed. In order to meet this demand, 
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computer programs were used that allowed the operators to create new objects, 
such as tanks and aircraft, and control their behavior. 
 
In the future, computer generated forces and computer based models of 
operators’ and decision maker’s cognitive abilities will be used for a multitude of 
purposes. In the 2002 annual report of the CGF project at the Swedish Defense 
Research Agency (Castor et al, 2002), the following list of potential applications 
is provided: 
 

 Populate the simulated world (for training) 
 Populate the simulated world (for development of tactics) 
 Simulation Based Acquisition (SBA) in design questions (e.g. operative 

consequences of a helmet sight) 
 Development of decision support systems 
 Early phases in development of tactics using only automated forces 
 Tactical support for decision-makers in real-time 

 
As many of these applications are still at a visionary stage, several goals must be 
met regarding the characteristics of CGFs. From a military perspective, a high 
degree of realism is a fundamental requirement or training may be detrimental. 
Further, reliable and general solutions are required for interoperability among 
many training simulators. Precision, resolution, and a high level of detail in each 
situation may also be necessary in specific applications. Practically, it should be 
possible to “plug-and-play” a CGF into each simulator, which add the 
requirement of usability. Minimized maintenance and intervention by human 
operators, both in administration and practical use, are other goals to be achieved. 
 
It should however be mentioned that since the beginning of the 1990s, there has 
been CGFs with sufficient intelligent behavior for making operator supervision 
superfluous. The most well known of these early attempts was the Soar/IFOR-
project where pilot models were to function in all normal situations that could 
occur during a mission. Computer generated air traffic controllers 
communicating with the pilots were included as well. These models have been 
used in a number of missions throughout the years, for example in the American 
STOW-E project (1994) and the Coyote- and Roadrunner-missions (1998). Both 
were several days long and complete simulations of air battles with hundreds of 
agents, as well as human operated simulators (Castor et al, 2002). 
 
In a more long-term perspective CGFs can hopefully serve as an analytical 
instrument to gain understanding about military personnel; how they perceive, 
assess situations, make decisions, communicate, and perform in service. 
Researchers from outside the field can gain awareness and knowledge through 
the process of collecting experimental data from a domain, analyzing and 
structuring the tasks, and building and testing the corresponding simulated agents 
and environments. Is technology used the way it is indented? Should tasks be 
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organized differently? Hopefully, this knowledge can be helpful in both further 
education and as a basis for development of new products. 

2.3 Behavior moderators 

2.3.1 Situated cognition 

When modeling computer generated forces, a number of cognitive processes 
must be taken into consideration, such as perception, attention, memory, and 
decision-making. These processes have historically formed the main body in 
cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence. Further, the theories about them 
grew out of laboratory experiments and computer science (Hutchins, 1995). 
 
In contrast, some researchers have recently focused on cognition outside 
controlled laboratory environments (see e.g. Reason, 1990). This approach is 
especially interesting in military settings where commanders, soldiers and 
operators perform tasks under stress and under extreme conditions. Sometimes 
the theories from this line of research have ended up in conflicts with more 
classical theories about cognitive processes (Klein, 1999). In other cases, the 
original theories were kept, but adjusted or extended to fit results from the “real 
world”. In parallel with this development, and possibly related to it, a paradigm 
of cognition as “embodied” and “situated” has formed (Gärdenfors, 1999). 
 
From a functional modeling perspective, the shift to situated cognition has lead to 
an investigation of factors that have an impact on cognition and behavior: 
behavior moderators. Internal variables such as eagerness, aggression, and fear, 
as well as external variables such as noise, heat, and vibrations, comprise such 
moderators (Table 1). These factors change the cognitive processes that in turn 
result in changes of behavior. Behavior moderators are part of a solution where 
the original cognitive models are kept intact. In order to meet new demands of 
realism, the original models are enhanced by the moderators. 

2.3.2 Individual differences 

The approach described above changes the original model to achieve higher 
realism. Although the behavior moderators may fluctuate in their values, the 
purpose is to create a generic model for human behavior and cognition. Another 
approach to behavior moderators is to actually represent individual differences. 
Although individual differences encompass the whole set of cognitive processes 
(e.g. memory), behavior moderators are typically variables where individuals 
differs. For example fear, anger, and anxiety at different levels are often what 
form a person’s individual sensitivity towards external stressors. 
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Table 1: Examples of behavior moderators with internal and external sources. A third 

category represents moderators that have neither an internal nor external source, but are 
directly related to the progress of the task. Slightly modified from Ritter (2001). 

 
Moderator Source Effects Example 
Temperature 
and humidity 

External: 
heat and 
humidity 

Impair mental 
tasks requiring 
memory or 
speeded 
decision-
making. 
Temperature 
alone impairs 
vigilance and 
tracking. 

A team that is 
exposed to 
excessive heat 
for a long period 
of time will not 
respond as fast to 
sudden threat 
such as an 
ambush. 

Vibrations 
and noise 

External: 
vibrations 
from 
vehicle 
movements 
and noise 
from 
engines 

Impairs the 
perception of 
visual stimuli 
(through 
vibration of the 
eye and/or the 
stimulus) and 
influences limb 
control 
movements. 
 

Soldiers on board 
of a moving tank 
will perform 
worse in locating 
enemy targets 
and throw 
accurate shots. 
The impairment 
will increase with 
an increase of the 
speed of the tank  
 

Working 
memory 
speed 

Internal: 
may be 
influenced 
by 
expertise 

Affects the 
ability to hold 
context 

With more 
working memory 
comes more 
complex 
thoughts, 
processing, and 
multiple actions 
parallel 

Eagerness Internal Willingness to 
begin new 
tasks 

A too eager 
soldier may 
cause problems 
within a 
framework of 
regulations. Can 
also be related to 
false courage. 

Task history Task-
based 

The 
success/failure 
ratio will 
moderate the 
mood, 
motivation, and 
the decision 
process of the 
operator/soldier 

After a failure, the 
operator will be 
more 
conservative and 
less likely to try 
risky actions. 
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So while maintaining a core model of human cognition for those processes that 
are stable (or just a statistical mean) in a population, behavior moderators can be 
used to form different characters. This can be achieved by shifting values on 
parameters representing for example mental workload, fear, and fatigue among 
individuals. Pew & Mavor writes: “Behavior moderators … represent individual 
differences about which the least is known, so they cannot at this point be 
encoded directly into a model.” (1998). This indicates that while most of us agree 
that individuals differ in personality, exactly how, when and to what extent is not 
evidently clear. Individual differences such as “running one mile on time” are 
easier to measure than subtle differences in for example impact of fear on 
decision-making. The latter could however be a crucial determinant for the 
success of a military operation. 
 
From the individual difference perspective, Hudlicka (2003) divides behavior 
moderators into two categories: stable and dynamic. The stable influences on 
behavior are represented as permanent structural characteristics in a model. That 
is, the specific long-term memory schemas and preferential processing pathways 
(content parameters). These represent personality traits and basic cognitive 
capabilities. On the other hand, the dynamic influences on behavior concern 
modifications of specific cognitive processes such as perception, attention and 
decision-making (process parameters). The main factor in this category 
represents emotional states, triggered by new events in the agent environment. 
For example, anxiety reduces attention and working-memory capabilities. 

2.3.3 Other divisions 

Moderators can also be divided according to their effect on behavior: moderators 
can filter or control behavior. When modeled, a filtering parameter can be used to 
represent sensitivity towards a specific factor in the environment. Similarly, a 
controlling parameter can be used to represent to what degree the affecting factor 
changes cognitive processes. Although filtering and controlling parameters can 
be seen as nearby steps in a sequence, they rely on two very different data-sets. 
To model the filtering parameters one must investigate “which factors in the 
environment changes internal parameter x?”, and for the controlling one must 
know “which cognitive and behavioral effects does parameter x have?” For 
example, we may know that failing to obey orders causes anger in two 
commanders. One gets only slightly angry while the other gets furious. Further, 
we know that one commander is extrovert and reacts to anger by giving more 
orders, while the more introvert commander becomes withdrawn and reacts 
oppositely. 
 
Part of the behavior moderator literature describes so called “performance 
modifier functions”. This approach is focused on tactical performance, which is 
regarded as a function of stressors. These functions come in a multitude of detail 
and validity. Data may be very rich in a certain experiment regarding the 
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correlation between two variables. For example, low situation awareness leads to 
low tactical performance (Svensson and Wilson, 2001). In contrast, Henninger et 
al (2003) theorize about the degree by which arousal decays; it follows the 
formula D(t+1) = (1-A(t)) + C. This more detailed claim (in a tactical 
performance context) has no empirical validity and is theoretically/conceptually 
vague. Silverman (2003) concludes: “As soon as one tries to integrate across 
moderators and synthesize the Integrated Stress …, one rapidly departs from 
grounded theories and enters into the realm of informed opinion”. On the other 
hand, empirical claims are often limited to a certain situation and a certain 
population group. 

2.3.4 Conclusion 

In summary, modeling behavior moderators is an important part of generating 
Computer Generated Forces. The impact they have on cognitive processes 
significantly changes tactical and operational performance as demonstrated by 
Hudlicka (1999), Pew (1998), Silverman (2002), et al. Consequently, it is 
important that changes made in the performance of an artificial agent are based 
on an explanatory model, instead of simply being introduced randomly in the 
cognitive system. A related notion is that in order to make appropriate 
corrections to unacceptable performance one must first know the causes. 
However, several problems must be solved in order to create models that are 
detailed and valid: 
 

1) Finding the behavior moderators that influence performance. This can for 
example be done with one of several “Critical Incident Techniques” 
(Meister (1985) in Kirwan and Ainsworth, 1992). 

2) Operationalizing the mental phenomenon behind the moderator. The terms 
must be defined, limited, and have a basis in fact. “Fear of the dark” may 
not be the same fear as in “fear of an enemy”. 

3) Constructing experiments with military operators in action, where the 
mental phenomenon can be studied and measured quantitatively. Although 
measures that are obtained in this way may be limited to an ordinal scale, 
quantified data is still a more appropriate basis for designing a 
computational model. 

4) Incorporating the data in a cognitive model. This requires both the 
knowledge of how the behavior moderator affects cognitive processes, and 
the practical know-how to incorporate the necessary parameters in a 
computational structure. 

5) Creating the agent in which the cognitive model can be embedded and the 
environment where the agent is run. Which goals are relevant to include? 
How should the model parameters and processes change values in each 
time step? 

6) Establishing the validity of the conceptual model, as well as validating and 
verifying its implementation.  
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2.4 Mental Workload 

2.4.1 Theoretical basis and measurement 

High mental workload is a psychological concept representing the stress an 
operator experiences due to the inability to cope with a difficult task and an 
overload of information. The precise definitions are however more diverse. 
According to O’Donnel and Eggemeier (1986): ”The term workload refers to that 
portion of the operator’s limited capacity actually required to perform a particular 
task”. Gopher and Donchin (1986) defines mental workload as ”the difference 
between the capacities of the information processing system that are required for 
task performance to satisfy performance expectations and the capacity available 
at any given time”. Hart and Wickens (1990) define it as ”the effort invested by 
the human operator into task performance.” Theoretically grounded for over 20 
years ago, it has been studied mostly in relation to situation awareness, pilot 
performance, and cockpit design. 
 
Although these definitions associate mental workload specifically with taskload, 
individual differences exist among operators. Figure 1 shows a multitude of 
factors determining mental workload, internally as well as externally (Castor, 
2003a). 
  
 

 

System Design 

  Mental 
Workload 

Skills 

Knowledge 

Environmental 
Factors 

Task demands 

Situation 
Awareness 

Performance 
Experience 

 
Figure 1. Sources of mental workload. 

 
The level of mental workload in an operator can be measured by different 
methods, which are used together in order to assure the validity of the general 
measurement (Magnusson, 2001): 
 

 Subjective ratings — where the operator judges his or her mental 
workload directly on a predetermined scale or judges different aspects of 
the workload concept. In the latter case the judgments are collected in an 
index. Although criticized (Muckler and Seven, 1992), subjective ratings 
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are very useful and the potential fallacies in reliability and validity should 
not be overemphasized. According to Johanssen, Moray, Pew, Rasmussen, 
Sanders and Wickens (1977) “Despite all the well-known difficulties of 
the use of rating scales, we feel that these must be regarded as central to 
any investigation. If the person feels loaded and effortful, he is loaded and 
effortful whatever the behavioral and performance measures may show.” 

 
 Psychophysiological measures — which require that the physical reaction 

is related to the operator’s way of meeting the task demands at a 
psychological level. Psychophysiological measures include measures of 
the operator’s pulse, variation of the pulse, EEG-activity, blink frequency 
of the eye, pupil dilation, and endocrine activation. 

 
 Qualified observations by the experimenter. Although there is a risk that 

the experimenter is subjective, observations may still help to judge the 
participants and do so based on experience from previous experiments and 
other participants, and in this way avoid well-known problems related to 
self-rating. 

 
Mental workload has clear effects on tactical performance in aviation (e.g. 
Svensson, 1995; Svensson 1997). Lysaght et al (1989) advance a hypothesis 
about the relation between mental workload and performance and posit that 
mental workload must neither be too low nor too high.  
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Figure 2 shows how mental workload and performance relates to eachother. In 
column 1 the mental workload is too low, which can affect performance in a 
negative way. In this case, the operator may feel too bored and risk missing 
instructions or signals. On a reasonable level such as that in column 2, the 
operator performs on an acceptable level. If the mental workload becomes too 
high (column 3), the level of performance again decreases below acceptable. 
(Castor, 2003b) 

Mental workload 

Acceptable 
 
Unacceptable 

Figure 2. The relation between level of mental workload and performance (Lysaght et al, 1989). 
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Although too low workload (column1) has an effect on tactical performance, the 

cus in this thesis is limited to column 2 and 3. Hence, from now on “low 

ely 
 relation to situation awareness and tactical performance among fighter pilots 

fo
mental workload” refers to the state where the taskload and complexity is 
reasonable (column 2) while “high mental workload” still refers to column 3. 
 
The Swedish Defense Research Agency has studied mental workload extensiv
in
(Svensson et al, 1995; Svensson et al 1997). From those studies a relationship has 
emerged, based on correlations between the mental workload, heart rate, situation 
awareness, and performance (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Correlation values between mental workload (MW), heart rate (HR), situation 

awareness (SA), and  performance (PERF). From Svensson et al (1997). 
 
Situation  of self 
nd aircraft in relation to the dynamic environments of flight, threats and 

situation (who, what, where, 
etc). 

3) tion of future events, based on the current situation 
 
In s  can be seen as 
eing mediated by a change in situation awareness. 

t  workload is an important moderator of 
a rking-situation involves constant decision-
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 awareness can be defined as “A pilot’s continuous perception
a
mission, and the ability to forecast, then execute tasks based on that perception” 
(US Air Force). Endsley (1995) splits this up into: 
 

1) Perception of the physical elements in the 

2) Understanding, or interpretation, of objects and elements in the situation. 
Predic

ummary, the degradation of performance by mental workload
b

2.4.2 Workload in tankcrew 

As men ioned in section 1.2, mental
perform nce among tankcrew. The wo
making under time-pressure in a hostile environment with sophisticated threats. 
The operator’s physical space is characterized by narrowness and a multitude of 
instruments (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Working environment for the tank-commander in tank ”Stridsvagn 122”. 

 
Given the complexity of the operators’ situation and the obvious sources for a 
high mental workload, how can good and bad performance be described? A 
certain performance must be put in relation to many surrounding factors, among 
which performance of the enemy is crucial. Trying to fight the enemy is rational 
in some positions but irrational in others. Further, the terrain and the task 
determine what good behavior is. Hence, being able to define and quantify good 
performance is often difficult. 
 
In an interview with a Subject Matter Expert, the following tasks were extracted 
where mental workload had pronounced effects on performance: 
 

1) While taking firing-positions: High mental workload will result in a less 
careful evaluation of the terrain, which leads to taking a worse firing-
position. Similarly, a person with medium workload will choose a better 
position due to a more careful evaluation, and the operator with little 
mental workload will choose the best firing-position. What characterizes a 
good firing-position is a combination of protection (by physical objects as 
well as shadows), an open field-of-fire and observation, and the distance 
from current position to the firing-position. 

2) Before the fight begins the tank-commander defines UPM (“terrain 
reference points for target declaration”) if there is enough time. Without 
this procedure, two effects of an increase in mental workload will follow. 
In the case where the tank-commander detects an enemy target and 
communicates this to the gunner: 
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 The reaction time before the gunner has detected the target will 
increase since they must first establish a common frame of reference.  

 The tank-commander becomes more egocentric and misdirects the 
gunner by stating the direction from his own perspective, which also 
results in a longer detection time for the gunner. 

3) In the case where either the gunner or the tank-commander detects the 
target and their mental workload is high, they forget to report the target to 
the platoon commander before firing. This means failure to contribute to 
the common frame of reference in the platoon. The resulting lack of 
situation awareness leads to degraded tactical performance by the platoon. 

4) In the case where an enemy target has been fired at and hit, the crew with 
a high mental workload keeps looking at the target instead of continuous 
observation. This leads to potential failure of detecting new targets. 

5) In the case where two or more targets are detected and a selection must be 
made. The crew with high mental workload will shoot at the closest target 
rather than evaluate the danger posed by all targets, and fire at the most 
dangerous one. This could lead to coming under fire by an enemy tank 
while focusing on a non-lethal target. 

6) After a number of targets have been detected and their position can be 
communicated to the other members of the platoon, a tank-commander 
with high mental workload misses adding the detected targets on the 
shared computer map (LSS). The resulting lack of situation awareness 
leads to degraded tactical performance by the platoon. 

2.4.3 Workload as a behavior moderator 

Given the theoretical background of mental workload, we can easily see it as a 
behavior moderator. Operationalized as a combined index of observed and 
subjective ratings, together with psychophysiological measures, it can be 
regarded as a variable that changes over time. 
 
Consider an artificial agent representing a tank crewmember. The agent’s basic 
structure with sensors, internal rules, and effectors, mediates behavior in an 
external environment. If we want to make this agent realistic, it must be 
vulnerable to information overload and task difficulty. The agent’s skills, 
knowledge it has been given, and the level of field experience must also to be 
taken into consideration. Hence, the behavior moderator variable is dependent on 
both internal and external factors. 
 
While mental workload has several and complex causes, the focus in this thesis 
are the effects on behavior. The fact that high mental workload affects 
performance is known from several studies (e.g. Svensson, 1997). But for an 
agent, the moderator variable must be included in a behavioral context, changing 
the agent’s tactical performance in each critical situation. By manipulating the 
level of mental workload different behaviors should occur, leading to change in 
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the outcome of the task. Given the predicted effects by an expert observer in the 
previous section, we can let the level of mental workload change the performance 
of the agent accordingly. 
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3. DESIGN 
3.1 Models of interest 
Before the design decisions had to be made, it was useful to review other 
modeling approaches. First, two efforts (MAMID and SESAME-Soar) was 
especially interesting due to their similar attempt to interface symbolic agent 
architectures with dynamic behavior moderators. Second, models of mental 
workload were reviewed in order to avoid repetitive work relating to this mental 
phenomenon. 

3.1.1 MAMID 

MAMID (Methodology for Analysis and Modeling of Individual Differences) 
was developed by Hudlicka et al (1999, 2003), and is a step-by-step method for 
modeling how individuals differ in human performance models. MAMID also 
provides a framework for implementing these models. Overall it is an ambitious 
attempt to parameterize cognitive, affective and personality factors that might 
influence performance. Further, it attempts to account for both traits (fixed 
individual characteristics, e.g. the aggressive type) and states (dynamic 
influences changing depending on the situation, e.g. anger) in individuals. 
 
Being a generic approach, the MAMID structure is based on theoretical findings 
in psychological literature. This analysis has lead to claims regarding commander 
behavior such as: 
 

 Failure to react to a warning signal due to high risk-tolerance, risking lives 
of personnel. 
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 False interpretation of tank as enemy due to heightened anxiety, risking 
possible fratricide. 

 
Further, Hudlicka considers certain aspects of human cognition as being agreed 
upon, such as the processes and structures that mediate skilled performance. 
Hence, the modules comprising MAMID reflects these theoretical constructs: 
perception (event & cue detection, encoding, recognition); information 
integration and situation assessment; decision-making and procedure selection; 
and procedure execution and monitoring (Figure 5). 
 

Individual Profile
(Cognitive, Affective,
Personal ity Factors)

Task/Scenario
Defini tion

Model Behavior
Output

Analyst Interaction  GUI

Model Knowledge Base & Processing Parameters

Attention Situation
Assessor

Decision 
Selector

Procedure 
Executor
& Monitor

Data Recording & Result Analysis Module

Task / 
Scenario
Simulation 
Module

Analyst

 
 

Figure 5. The MAMID framework structural components. From Hudlicka et al (2003) 
 

 Attention Module — is rule based. Each ”cue” gets associated with a value 
depending on behavior moderators and the x highest values are sent 
forward, where x is a function of the attention parameter. 

 Situation Assessor Module — combines ”cues” to descriptions of 
situations, mapping these on situation types with a certain response. The 
situation assessor module comprises of a ”belief network” where 
knowledge is represented as nodes and links. 

 Decision Selector Module — Chooses behavior depending on ”situation 
assessment”, expectations, and goals. It has an ‘if-then’ structure and is 
only implemented for the demonstration scenario. 
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 Procedure Executor and Monitor Module — Initializes the behavior, 
monitors the result, and updates goals, expectations, and current affective 
state. 

 
It is assumed, as the framework is generic, that all agents in all environments will 
inherit these modules, and that their processing will flow through one or more of 
them. Hence, any model must be specified in terms of the MAMID framework’s 
modules. Though the empirical basis for the parameterization is not drawn from a 
military domain, it is assumed to be applicable also for operators in battle 
scenarios. 
 
In one scenario provided by Hudlicka (2003) multiple unit commanders conduct 
a Stability and Support Operations mission. The behavior of each commander is 
modeled as an instance of the MAMID architecture. During three “surprise 
events” (a destroyed bridge, enemy illumination rounds, and finally a hostile 
crowd) the commanders exhibited different behavioral performance due to their 
respectively different traits. 
 
While not described, MAMID is claimed to be applicable for both individual and 
team settings. 
 
The MAMID framework is implemented in Java and C++. Charles River 
Analytic belief net C++ routines are used to implement the belief net used for 
situation assessment and JESS rule-base shell is used to implement the attention 
module and the action selection. 

3.1.2 SESAME-Soar 

Henninger et al (2003) and Jones et al (2002) integrate a connectionist model for 
emotional processing with a symbolic synthetic force (IFOR) model. The 
connectionist model, based on a cognitive architecture called SESAME, serves as 
behavior moderator for the IFOR model, which is based on Soar. A number of 
interfaces transmit emotional signals from the connectionist system to the 
symbolic system’s perceptual and cognitive processes. In return, high-level 
situation assessment and active concepts are communicated back to the 
connectionist system. 
 
This is an attempt to use a connectionist model as a behavior moderator for 
emotions. The model builds on the premise that emotional responses enhance 
survival and that more complex emotions should then serve the same purpose. 
 
Following Gratch (1999), emotional appraisal in Henninger’s system is built 
around goals, and whether they have been achieved, are likely or unlikely to be 
achieved, or have been deemed unachievable. Each of these types of appraisals 
results in signals to the “pleasure/pain” and “clarity/confusion” centers of the 
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Emotions interface (Figure 6). Reciprocally, the appraisal level has an impact on 
the planning agent. One of the primary effects of increased arousal level is a 
narrowing of focus of attention, which in this model entails a limitation of the 
numbers of symbols used in cognitive processing. 
 

 
Figure 6. The SESAME-Soar framework structural components. From Henninger et al 

(2003) 
 
Following Kaplan (1999), the connectionist system consists of several interacting 
components: arousal, pleasure/pain, and clarity/confusion. Whereas pleasure, 
pain, confusion and clarity all work to detect events of importance to an agent, 
the arousal system functions as a kind of interface between the emotional and 
higher cognitive systems. This relationship has been demonstrated by a number 
of researchers, documenting the effects of arousal on a variety of cognitive 
factors such as learning, memory, and attention.  
 

Clarity & Pleasure  Joy  
Clarity & Pain  Anger  

Confusion & Pleasure  Surprise  
Confusion & Pain  Fear 

 
Incorporating the dimension of arousal would yield: 
 

Confusion & Pain & Low Arousal  Anxiety  
Confusion & Pain & High Arousal  Panic 

 
Similarly, incorporating the dimension of time would yield:  
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Clarity & Pain & Past  Regret 
 
Together, these dimensions form a personality space. High susceptibility to pain, 
confusion and arousal, indicates personality types of neuroticism, preservation, 
and introversion respectively (Figure 7). 
 

 
Figure 7. The personality space formed by susceptibility to arousal, pain, and confusion in 

the SESAME-Soar model. 
 
Though not based on theories or empirical results from the military domain in 
specific, the SESAME-Soar architecture is demonstrated in a scenario with a 
Special Operations Forces team of four members. In the mission’s five critical 
points - Drop, Rally, Observations, Transmit and Pickup points - differences in 
personality will alter different behaviors. 
 
Henninger suggests the complexity of the model and the interactions makes it 
unsuitable for analytic validation. While she suggests the validity of the model is 
better tested empirically, such tests are limited to the five critical points in the 
scenario. 
 
In summary, it is assumed that the SESAME-Soar framework is generic, so that 
any type of agent can be specified in the model within any type of simulated 
environment. The model is rich in terms of its complex relationship between 
cognitive and affective phenomena, but needs to be tested in additional situations 
before it can be accredited behavioral validity. 

3.1.3 Computational models of mental workload 

Though several studies about mental workload have produced a considerable 
amount of quantitative data (e.g. Svensson, 1995; Svensson, 1997) and hence 
could be used in computational models, few such models have been developed. 
The models that do exist, take the form of process flow management tools, rather 
than models suitable for autonomous agents. 
 
One early attempt worth mentioning, both because it was ahead of time and 
because of its complexity, is Siegel’s (1969) flight operator models that 
incorporate level of operator capability and performance degradation due to time 
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stress. In this model stress in highly urgent situations was calculated by the 
formula: 

Sum of average execution times for remaining subtasks 
Timestress  = 

Total time available – Time used except for remaining subtasks 

 
Further, moderator variables such as team cohesiveness, morale, and goal 
aspiration are formalized. Altogether, the model captures a complex amplifying 
interaction between the calculated capabilities of an operator, and his measured 
performance. The model is impressive in its detail of task analysis; for example 
firing a missile is broken down into 32 subtasks. It should be mentioned that 
“time stress” is a slightly different mental phenomenon than mental workload 
described in section 2. Mental workload is measurement of information load, and 
is more related to the difficulty of a task while time stress refers to a self-assessed 
incapability to perform tasks with enough speed. 
 
IPME (Integrated Performance Modeling Environment; Dahn, Laughery and 
Belyavin, 1997) is an integrated environment of models intended to help analyze 
human-system performance. Included in IPME is Prediction of Operator 
Performance (POP), an algorithm for estimating operator workload developed by 
the British Centre for Human Sciences.  It can be used to evaluate when operator 
task demands exceed capacity. IPME provides a more or less realistic 
representation of humans in complex environments, and enables interoperability 
with other model components and external simulations (Svensson, 2003). 
 
Archer and Lockett (1997, in Mitchell, 2000) developed the Improved 
Performance Research Integration tool (IMPRINT). This model operates as an 
event-based task network in which a mission is decomposed into functions that 
are further decomposed into tasks. IMPRINT also provides a means for 
incorporating mental workload. This is done in two separate systems, one simple 
and one advanced: A system designer would want to use the VACP option in 
early steps of the design process when many of the details may not yet be 
identified. Here, different factors are calculated in order to determine the level of 
mental workload. The other option, WinCrew, is an advanced workload analysis 
system. It calculates (Figure 8) workload based on the resources being used by 
the operator, and incorporates the fact that multiple tasks are being performed 
simultaneously. In contrast to VACP, the output of the WinCrew system is a 
measure of performance (Mitchell, 2000). 
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WT = instantaneous workload at time T 
i, j = 1...1 are the interface channels 
nT,I = number of tasks occuring at time T with nonzero attention to 
channel i 
t = 1...m are the operator’s tasks or activities 
at,i = attention to channel i required to perform task t 
ci,j = conflict between channels i and j 
ci,i = conflict within channel I 
 
1. if at at,i or as,j = 0, then (at,i + as,j), 
2. if at,i or  as,j = 0, then (at,j + as,j = 0), 
3. if nT,I is <or = 1, ci,i = 0 

 
Figure 8. The workload algorithm of WinCrew. 

3.2 Knowledge Acquisition 

3.2.1 Modeling approach 

Any behavioral model will have a focus within the space of three fundamental 
dimensions: 1) The individual whose mental and physical structure and functions 
define its innate potential. 2) The situation, including both the environmental 
setting (percepts), and the tasks to be performed (actions). 3) The framework 
which the model is built in, whose assumptions sets the descriptive limits for the 
model. 

SITUATION 

 
Figure 9. Dimension space of focus for cognitive/behavioral models. 

FRAMEWORK INDIVIDUAL 

 
Given the theoretical insight about mental workload and its impact on 
performance, and the presence of mental workload in tankcrew, the aim in this 
thesis was to build a model of a platoon whose crews are engaged in tasks where 
mental workload is critical to performance. In the triangle (Figure 9) this means a 
focus on behavior in a specific set of situations, rather than an “innate” human 
behavior representation (focus on the individual). The model is generic only to 
the extent the behaviors in each task are interoperable with other tasks. Further, 
the model closely adheres to a specific framework (Soar) for the description of its 
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tasks. The exception to this is the behavior moderator representing the level of 
mental workload, which naturally is modeled outside the framework.  
 
For the agents in this thesis, the symbolic architecture Soar was used. This 
framework is based on production rules to create behavior (see section 3.3). It 
can be contrasted with a sub-symbolic framework such as PDP++ (O’Reilly and 
Munakata, 2000). While sub-symbolic architectures have traditionally been used 
for data-driven problems, symbolic architectures have been used for “high-level” 
cognitive processes such as planning and decision-making. Many hybrid 
solutions exist (see Medsker, 1994 for a review). However, two advantages of 
using a symbolic framework for modeling military operators are: 
 
It provides a logical description on a detailed level. Hence, the behaviors 
generated by the model can be explained in more or less natural language to 
experts in the field. While a connectionist model in theory would be able to 
exhibit the very same behaviors, the internal structure would—even if 
accessible—be difficult to communicate and discuss with the military 
commanders and other SMEs. 
It appears compatible with Hierarchical Task Analysis. Based on goals and steps 
to reach these goals, Soar uses the same concepts as HTA to describe behavior. 
While not necessarily used on the same level of detail, the similarity in concept is 
an advantage during modeling. 

3.2.2 Experimental data 

In contrast to the previous models that were reviewed, the aim in this thesis is to 
create a model based on first-hand experimental data and task-analysis. The 
reason for this is that although some behavioral models are impressive in several 
ways, their structure has been abstracted from a minimal confrontation with 
military behavior. 
 
The empirical data taken into consideration was recorded from an experiment on 
crew performance in tank training simulators. Similar studies on pilots have 
shown strong correlations between measurements from simulators and real world 
missions (Magnusson, 2002). In the experiment, mental workload was measured 
on tank-commanders, gunners, and drivers, by using subjective and objective 
ratings as well as measures of heart rate and performance logs. The crews were 
grouped in a platoon and their mission was to advance in appropriate terrain and 
engage enemy tanks. 
 
The objective ratings were recorded by the experiment leaders. By qualified 
observations (see the validity discussion), they monitored the experiment 
participants and noted which tasks were related to mental workload. These 
observations included both mission-specific tasks, as well as general tendencies. 
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Six specific situations were chosen from these experimental notes as the basis for 
the model in this thesis (see section 2.4.2). 
 
The subjective ratings were recorded during the mission (before and after each 
critical incident) as well as collected in questionnaires after the mission. 
Although this data set showed variance both between individuals and between 
critical and non-critical situations, it was not relevant to the behavioral changes 
due to mental workload in the model in this thesis. The only psychophysiological 
measure in the experiment was heart rate and heart rate variability. The 
performance logs were exclusively recording hit and missed shots. Neither of 
these measures could be used to support the model in this thesis because of 
insufficient accuracy. 

3.2.3 Hierarchical Task Analysis 

Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) is a task description technique that aims to 
collect a number of different goals and see how these correlate, in order to 
structure them under a common goal. HTA results in a hierarchy, illustrating the 
tasks that has to be performed, and in which order they must be performed, to 
reach a goal that is higher in the hierarchy (Kirwan & Ainsworth, 1992). 
 
Based on the work of Lindström (2002), a Hierarchical Task Analysis (Kirwan & 
Ainsworth, 1992) was the foundation for the model in this thesis. Beginning with 
“Critical Incident Technique” (Meister in Kirwan & Ainsworth, 1992) and later 
structured into a task hierarchy, Lindström’s analysis captures several important 
goals and subgoals in the tankcrew’s working situation (Figure 10). 
 

0: Take ordered 
line 

 
 

Figure 10. A snapshot from Lindström’s (2002) HTA where the tasks for a tankcrew are 
structured in a hierarchical fashion. 

 
While this hierarchical task structure captures the goals of the tankcrew 
collectively for a certain scenario, they don’t describe the division of tasks 
among the crewmembers. The taskload on the tank-commander is notably higher 
than that of the tank-driver for example. 
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3.2.4 Field experience 

Apart from the dataset from the experiment and the Hierarchical Task Analysis, 
 and a training simulator of the same 

wledge.  

 — the loader — in the model. In a 

anual provides information of actions 

Soar is a cognitive architecture or framework developed by Allen Newell, John 
senbloom since 1983. The name “Soar” was originally an 
perator, And Result. Apart from being a framework, Soar is 

the mind. Hence, Soar is a Unified 

an observation of the tank Stridsvagn 122
tank contributed to the domain kno
 
The observation was conducted at P4 Skövde, where the experimental data on 
mental workload had been collected. In the simulator, differences and similarities 

ith the real world vehicle were noted. Of these, the most important difference w
was the lack of horizontal movement of the vehicle, but also differences in 
vibrations and noise were obvious (although none of these differences have any 
documented effects on mental workload). 
 
During the training session and a following rehearsal with a group of technical 
officers, the working situation was discussed. One result from this event was the 
xclusion of the fourth tank crewmembere

second training session the working situation for the tank-driver was assessed in 
practice. Surprisingly, this resulted in a less detailed task analysis for the tank-
driver in the conceptual model. The explanation is that the driver takes few 
tactical or operative decisions on his own, and simply executes the decisions 
made by the tank-commander.  
 
Knowledge of tactical maneuvers has been extracted from the Swedish Army 
field manual for tankcrew (Strv 122). By describing recommended tasks during 
ifferent situations and missions, the md

leading to successful tactical behavior. An example is the premises for evaluating 
the terrain when the tank is taking firing-position. Here, Strv122 highlights the 
importance of taking into account physical terrain characteristics, and shadow 
protection, as well as an open field-of-fire. 
 
Last but not least, several audio recordings of tankcrew during missions have 
brought insight to the working situation and the impact of stress on 
ommunication and cooperation. c

3.3 Soar 

Laird, and Paul Ro
acronym for State, O
a programming language as well as a psychological theory. 
 
Newell acknowledged the problem of a multitude of incompatible theories from 
different areas within cognitive science (Newell, 1990). While they all reveal 
ome regularities in human behavior, the underlying structure for these s

regularities is produced by one system, 
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Theory of Cognition (UTC), a framework in which theories of cognition can be 
built. Given this approach, a theory of behavior is “casted” within the framework 
forming the following equation: 
 

BEHAVIOR = ARCHITECTURE x CONTENT 
 
where content represents the dom

e general assumptions that the UTC is built upon. 
ain knowledge and the architecture represents 

o which are these assumptions? In short: goal-oriented behavior, working- and 

tured in a hierarchy where 
ubgoals serve to achieve a higher goal. On each level, the structure can receive 

be divided into subgoals, which must be 
ccomplished in order to reach the goal (Figure 11). An example could be a 

th
 
S
long term memory, states and operators, production rules, and symbolic 
manipulation of knowledge. The goals are struc
s
input and send output commands. 
 
According to Soar, humans are always striving to accomplish a goal. The goals 
can be simple or complex, conscious or unconscious, concerning mind or 
behavior. Further, a goal can 
a
battalion commander whose main goal is to complete a mission. Subgoals would 
be to lead platoons and keep contact with the headquarters. Another goal could 
be to fire a weapon, where a subgoal would be to first unlock it.  
 

 
Figure 11. Goal hierarchy of the tank-commander where “take-line” is a subgoal to 

“execute-mission”. Snapshot from the VisualSoar development kit. 
 
Working memory in Soar represents knowledge about the current situation. This 
can ts 
about wha and “this 
bject looks like an enemy”. Long-term memory in Soar represents knowledge 

 be sense impressions from the external world, as well as internal though
t is present. It could be “an object is visible in the south” 

o
that is independent of the situation. Declarative knowledge such as “enemies are 
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dangerous” and procedural knowledge such as “enemies are best defeated with 
tanks, ships, and aircrafts”. 
 
In order to accomplish goals a human must move through states, from its initial 
condition until it has reached the goal state. In Soar, an agent is always in a state, 
nd in order to make a transition from the current state to one that is closer to the 

r? Operators in Soar are used in three 
hases: proposal, selection, and application. 1) In the first phase all operators that 

a
goal state, one must apply an operator. Hence, behavior is generated by a 
model’s path through states via operators. 
 
Since no behavior emanates just randomly, what is the process like when moving 
from one state to another using an operato
p
are possible to apply in that state will be proposed. This is done by comparing the 
current state in working memory with the matching operators in long-term 
memory. 2) After all possible operators are examined, they are compared by their 
preferences. In each state, Soar is guided to select only one operator based on the 
operators’ preferences. 3) In the final phase the selected operator is applied. This 
means that the working memory is updated with a new state, which again 
matches against a new set of operators to be proposed (Figure 12). 
 

 
Figure 12. Behavior through time represented as movement through a problem space. The 

problem space is represented by a triangle to symbolize the ever-expanding set of 
possibilities that could unfold over time. The goal is represented by a circle at the apex of 

 
T  
1) it is a symboli rules to generate 
ehavior. The symbolic part means that the operator manipulates symbols 

the triangle. Squares represent states, the features and values that reflect the internal and 
external situation. Goal states, states in which features have values that indicate the goal 

has been achieved, are shaded. Arrows represent operators that change or transform 
states. A state transformation may correspond to internal behavior (conscious or 

unconscious) or external behavior (actions observable in the world), or both. The states, 
features (bold face), and values (italics) are identified with arbitrary symbols, e.g. S1, f1 

v2, for convenience. From Lehman et al (1996) 

wo main features of Soar, which are not shared by all cognitive frameworks, are
c architecture which 2) uses production 

b
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representing objects in the world. These symbols could be objects (such as a 
<tank>), attributes (such as ^speed and ^color) that in turn have values (such as 
fast and green respectively). 
 
The manipulation is performed by production rules. These rules have three parts: 
a name, a set of conditions, and a set of actions. Following example describes: 

->      // implication 

 situation, green tanks 
 a state oar. Further, a 

roduction rule can be seen as equivalent to an if…then clause in traditional 

 terms of production rules. 
sing these rules from long term memory, the condition part is constantly 

cution works in a decision cycle: Input — Think — Output. This means 
at external stimuli first are acknowledged, then the thought processes by state 

model 

Starting with the Hierarchical Task Analysis, and the quantified data on mental 
 solved: 

 How can the data from mental workload be meaningfully incorporated? 

 

 
sp {identify*tank*as*enemy    // name of production rule 
     (state <s> ^object <tank>)     // condition 
     (<tank> ^color green)    // condition 
-
     (<tank> ^enemy true)    // action 
   } 

 
Expressed in English, this rule simply says that in a certain
are enemies. As we can see,  is just another object in S
p
programming, where the conditions above the arrow specifies the “if-part” and 
the actions below the arrow specifies the “then-part”. 
 
Production rules constitute the very content of long-term memory. Both 
procedural and episodic general knowledge is stored in
U
matched against the current content of working memory. This matching is the 
proposal phase of the operators described above, and leads to the selection of an 
action. 
 
Apart from the language, Soar includes an engine that executes the programs. 
The exe
th
transition occurs, before the agent finally generates motor behavior. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Conceptual 

workload, several problems had to be
 

 How can a task analysis be transformed into a conceptual model for agent 
programming? 

 How can the model be demonstrated in a simulated scenario of a tank 
platoon? 
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The
tasks necessary for the agent to perform its mission, and 2) the tasks critical to 

ental workload impact, were kept. This pruned “tree shape” of the model fitted 

re made to create a 
onceptual model with regard to the implementation. Computational data 

ad has an impact on performance (see section 
.4.2). Here, mental workload is represented by an input value: HIGH or LOW 

Each of the “boxes” in the conceptual model together with its conditions 
mented in terms of production rules. The 
fer in terms of numbers of rules, where more 

ates outputs (motor 
ehavior and verbal messages) (Table 2). In Soar, in- and output always occurs 

 task analysis taking the form of a hierarchical tree was pruned so that 1) the 

m
the structural requirements in Soar. The conceptual model was then designed as a 
similar hierarchical tree of goals and subgoals, describing cognitive and 
behavioral actions, including those affected by mental workload. Those actions 
can be seen as selected paths in the goal tree, controlled by conditions (e.g. if 
mental workload is low, then tell the driver where to go).  
 
While the end result (appendix A and B) still exhibits the behavior that was 
described by the original hierarchy, slight changes we
c
structures require a certain order of execution, and programming needs to be 
efficient. For example, the tasks “observe protection” and “evaluate” are placed 
in different problem spaces, since “evaluate” may be executed with or without 
“observe protection”. In the original hierarchy these tasks are part of the same 
sub-tree (equivalent to problem space), because they seem closely related in the 
empirically based task analysis. 
 
Mental workload is incorporated as a behavior moderator in a number of 
situations where mental worklo
2
(though more precise measurements and ratings were at hand, intervals could not 
be accounted for accurately). For example, when the tank-commander is to 
choose a firing-position before engagement, mental workload affects the 
behavior. Here, LOW mental workload leads to longer evaluation of the terrain, 
protection, and field-of-fire, while HIGH mental workload leads to exclusive 
evaluation of distance to select the closest firing-position. 

3.4.2 Implementation 

(appendix A and B), is imple
implementations of the boxes dif
rules represent more detailed and comprehensive human behavior (e.g. “Drive” is 
implemented by many rules on a motor level to represent a hand moving a 
joystick). Also, some boxes in the conceptual model require more complex 
computations than others (e.g. “Evaluate” is represented by an external module 
that calculates the importance of various points to evaluate). 
 
The model can be viewed as a control structure, which takes inputs (external 
percepts, verbal messages, behavior moderators) and gener
b
on the ^io interface in working memory, and can be used in any problem space. 
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Table 2: Examples of in- and outputs of Soar agents representing different members of the 
tankcrew, and different types of variables. 

 
Input Agent Type 
Terrain node Tank-

commander 
Percept 

Target report   message Gunner Verbal
Mental worklo
level 

ad  
r 

Tank-
commander 

Behavior
moderato

 
Output Agent Type 
Target report 

commander 
sage Tank- Verbal mes

Turn left Driver Action 
 
The implementation also inclu ication links. Apart from the Intercom 
system within the tank, there is a radio-link between the tank-commanders in the 
latoon. This channel is first and foremost for the platoon commander to send 

The m t 
by li s to a 
specification of the simulated agent. In this specification there is also a link to a 

des commun

p
orders to the tank-commanders. Also there is a shared computer screen map 
(LSS) on which enemy or allied forces can be located and communicated 
between tanks (Figure 13). 
 

 
Figure 13. Communication links within tankcrew and within platoon. 

 
odels representing each agent are incorporated in the system environmen

nking the Soar models and the behavior moderator module  

tank model, which in turn is visualized with a 3D model in the simulation 
environment (Figure 14). 
 

TC 

G 

D 
INTER
COM 

P

G 

D 
INTER- 
COM 

T

G 

D 
INTER- 
COM 

D = Driver 
G = Gunner 
TC = Tank-commander 
PC = Platoon commander 

C 

- 

C 

RADIO-LINK AND LSS
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Soar model 
- Production rules 
- Working memory 
- I/O-link 

Simulation agent 
- Soar model 
- … 
- Environment object 

erators 

- Physical behaviors 
- … 

 
gurFi Soar model and behavior moderators in the 

simulation environment. 

3.4.

Given the knowledge about how tankcrew performs under high mental workload, 
s could be demonstrated. With minor 
perimental data was extracted was 

3) When they are visible, fight all enemy forces 
 
The are placed 
beh  environment where the tank 
latoon navigates through the terrain (Figure 15). The cognitive models of the 

e 14. System integration of the 

3 Demonstration scenario 

the aim was to generate a scenario where thi
changes, the scenario from which the ex
recreated. It builds upon an assault mission for a tank platoon whose main 
objective is to engage and fight a set of enemy tanks. These have been spotted in 
the territory that the platoon is currently approaching. The mission can be 
described in the following general steps after orders have been given:  
 

1) Navigate to a line at the nearest hill after a given order 
2) Choose a firing-position from where the enemy can be engaged 

 scenario takes place in a rather open terrain, where enemy forces 
ind a hill. This is demonstrated in a simulated 3D

p
crew receive their inputs from the world (represented by the 3D environment). 
Similarly, the behavior of the tanks is ultimately controlled by the crew, where 
the cognitive model of the platoon-commander is the highest executive. 
 

- Behavior mod
- … 

3D 
Simulation 

Environment Behavior 
moderators 
- Mental workload 
- Aggression 
- ... 
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Figure 15. Birds-eye view of the simulation environment. Below is the overall area for the 
mission with way-points marked as red stars. Above is the area around the last waypoint 

zoomed.  The pink, yellow, and blue stars represent firing-positions for each tank 
respectively. 

 
Collecting a number of scenarios where the behavior moderator representing 
different levels of mental workload (and as a test, the level of aggression), a 
movie (appendix C) was created to demonstrate the effects of the behavior 
moderators on crew performance in real-time. 
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3.4.4 Simulation results 

The situations in the scenario where mental workload is critical (see section 
2.4.2) were run and tested in the simulation environment. Running each specific 
situation with tankcrews during both HIGH and LOW mental workload, the 
behavioral results were gathered. This can be seen as the model’s I/O, where a 
specific situation is determined by: 
 

1) Input, represented by the behavior moderator (independent variable) 
2) The model, being the control structure generating output from input 
3) Output, represented by the agent’s behavior (dependent variable) 

 
The output result is observed in the simulation environment, both as physical 
movements of the tank platoon and communication values on the Soar output-
link. For each of the situations in section 2.4.2, the behavioral effects are 
summarized in Table 3. Two example screenshots (Figure 16) visualize one of 
the situations. 
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Table 3: Simulation results in six situations, where behavior is dependent on the 

moderator variable. 
 

Situation Input Output 

Low MW 

The tanks drive to the firing-
positions that are best  (given 
protection, field-of-fire, and 
distance) and stops 

Taking firing-
positions 

High MW The tanks drive to the nearest 
firing-positions and stops. 

Low MW 
6 seconds from Tank-
commander detecting target to 
gunner having it in-sight Detecting 

targets 
High MW 

10 seconds from Tank-
commander detecting target to 
gunner having it in-sight 

Low MW Addition of detected target to 
common frame of reference Reporting 

targets High MW No addition of detected target 
to common frame of reference 

Low MW 6 seconds for crew to detect 
new targets After hit target 

High MW 10 seconds for crew to detect 
new targets 

Low MW 

Firing upon the most 
dangerous target, e.g. 
Stridsvagn 122 instead of 
Stridsfordon 90 Several targets 

High MW 
Firing upon the closest target, 
e.g. Stridsfordon 90 instead of 
Stridsvagn 122 

Low MW Addition of detected target to 
common frame of reference Adding targets 

to LSS High MW No addition of detected target 
to common frame of reference 
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A 

B

 
 

Figure 16. Entering from right in the images, the tank platoon is taking firing-positions 
(see upper part of Figure 15). The same situation is repeated with different values on the 

behavior moderator. In image A, the crew has a high mental workload and chooses 
nearest possible firing-positions. In image B, the tankcrew evaluates the terrain according 

to the field manual, and consequently chooses better firing-positions. 
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4. DISCUSSION 
4.1 Discussion of results 

4.1.1 Validity 

Given that the model serves a scientific purpose rather than being designed for a 
specific application (e.g. training simulators), the validity discussion will not be 
focused on issues such as safety or usability. Instead, the conceptual and 
implemented models will be validated against external referents and the 
implementation will be verified against the conceptual model, as prescribed by 
Sargent (1999). These concepts are distinguished by Balci (1997) as building the 
right model (validation) vs. building the model right (verification). 
 
As described in section 3.4, the conceptual model is based on empirical data 
measured in a tank training simulator. The data comes in the form of objective 
ratings by a Subject Matter Expert (SME). The SME had performed research on 
mental workload among pilots in earlier studies. In these studies the relationship 
between mental workload, situation awareness and tactical performance had been 
investigated. Generally, the relationship of mental workload being negatively 
correlated to situation awareness, which in turn is positively correlated to tactical 
performance, had been established (Svensson, 1995). Hence, the SME was both 
experienced in observation, as well as aware of the statistical relationship 
between mental workload and performance. 
 
The effects of mental workload mentioned in the six situations in section 2.4.2 
were not only observed by the SME, but also confirmed by the technical officers 
operating the tank simulator. The exception is the effect of aggression in taking 
firing-position, which is not validated and only added for experimental purposes. 
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The best approach in this validation phase would of course have been several 
more SMEs (e.g. company and platoon commanders) who would have agreed 
upon the effects in the model being correct. Also, given the accessibility of the 
measurement technologies, the same aspects of mental workload and 
performance in the model could have been investigated during the experiment. 
Such data could have been used to strengthen the model’s validity. 
 
In the area of human behavior representation, and specifically of behavior 
moderators, verification is of highest importance. Since behavior moderators 
often introduce an “error” in the ideal behavior, it must be assured that such error 
stems from the psychological theory and nothing else. That is, if a tank performs 
an erroneous maneuver, it must be assured it was a result of the behavior 
moderator and not an error in the conceptual model or even in the functionality 
of the simulation system. Hence, the first aim was to verify that the 
implementation was consistent with the conceptual model. 
 
Several “deskchecking tests“ during the running was therefore performed to 
verify the implementation against the conceptual model as well as to assure the 
continuity of program flow: 
 

 The visualization assured that no unexpected observable behaviors among 
the tanks occurred. 

 The visualization in combination with a “debug window” made sure that 
in each instance, the correct production rules were fired among the agents. 

 Stopping the program flow gave an instant view of the agents’ WME* 
tree. The WME content in these views where all correct with regards to 
the time when the simulation was stopped. The WME tree exposed: 

 Which problem space is actual for the agent 
 Which sensor information is available to the agent 
 Which events has been remembered in order to maintain track of the 

order of tasks for the agent 
 The “debug window” indicated that the communication between agents 

were correct. 
 
The consistency of the model may be further investigated by creating a 
traceability matrix with the conceptual model on one axis and the implementation 
on the other (Brade, 2004). By doing so, each unit in the matrix would represent 
a specific part of the model, where correspondence could be judged satisfactory 
or not. 
 

                                              
* Working Memory Element (WME) is an active symbol in Soar. The working memory can be illustrated 
as a tree, where the branches consists of connected WMEs. 
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After the implemented model was connected to the demonstration environment, 
the validity was to be established. As already mentioned: usability, reliability, 
and safety tests falls outside this scope, although nothing in particular indicated 
problems in these areas either. 
 
The validity of the implementation is limited to face validation of SMEs, who 
observed the implementation demonstrated in the scenario described in section 
3.5. As the model itself is based on empirical data from a particular experiment, 
any comparison with the same data would be incomplete. (However, according to 
the SME who collected the data, the implemented result had a “high ecological 
validity”.) 
 
Instead, another SME (army officer from mechanized forces) validated the 
implementation. In this check, both the implemented rules and the 3D simulation 
environment were judged as “realistic with regards to behavior”. The detection 
times were judged as “reasonable”. Although the tankcrew’s tactical and 
operational performance was representative, other objects (a building and another 
military vehicle) in the simulation terrain were commented as “odd looking”. It is 
unlikely that such objects could have affected the behavior of the platoon in any 
significant way. Rather it indicated that the SME was not biased in his 
judgments. 
  
Davis (1992) divides validity into empirical and theoretical evaluation, apart 
from expert opinion and other comparisons. 
 
As with many human behavior representations, it is difficult to recreate the real 
world circumstances from which the model was constructed, in order to establish 
empirical validity. In this case, one reason is that the model does not state 
anything about the causes for mental workload but only its effects on 
performance. But if mental workload could be recreated as a dependent variable, 
then having a number of real world scenarios where performance was observed 
in the same instances mental workload was manipulated, empirical validity of the 
model could be established. Finally, if the conceptual model could be broken 
down into smaller units, each unit may be able to be validated empirically (the 
potential interaction between the units could make this difficult). Adding the 
units could assure the overall empirical validity. 
 
The theoretical validity of the implementation is based on the established 
concepts of mental workload and the foundations of the framework in which the 
model is cast. As mentioned in section 2, the precise definitions on mental 
workload may differ, but the existence of the concept has been established for 
more than 20 years ago (Magnusson, 2001). The theoretical validity of Soar has 
been under investigation for about the same amount of time. The major 
assumptions are mentioned in section 3.3. For a deeper investigation about Soar 
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as a cognitive theory and the unified framework approach to cognition, see 
Newell (1990). 
 
In summary, the validity of the model in this thesis is strengthened by it being 
based on empirical data, through face validation by SMEs, and by having used 
established theoretical concepts. In comparison, the validity of the MAMID and 
“SESAME-Soar” modeling attempts are not documented. While no absolute 
validity is guaranteed in any modeling attempt, human behavior representations 
are especially difficult to validate. The main reason for this is the complexity 
involved: Human behavior arises from numerous nonlinear relationships between 
stimulus, mental representations and response, all of which could interact in 
many possible ways in each situation. 
 
The US Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) offer an explanation 
for the problems in validation of human behavior models (Youngblood, 2001): 
 
“Advances in information system technology make the construction of fine-
grained simulations of human behavior for a variety of situations more feasible 
and practical.  Developers have built many primarily cognitive simulations of 
human behavior and the sophistication and fidelity of these systems continues to 
improve. However, the technology for validating HBRs has not kept pace with 
these advances despite facing particularly vexing problems since their very first 
applications. Human behavior manifests an intricate fabric of effects coupled 
over many orders of magnitude, a property shared by complex chaotic systems.” 

4.1.2 Comparison with previous approaches and models 

Several differences and similarities exist in comparison to the previously 
reviewed models by Hudlicka (1999), Henninger (2003), Siegel (1969), and 
Archer and Lockett (1997). As Hudlicka and Henninger describe behavior 
moderators in cognitive models, while Siegel and Archer and Lockett describe 
computational models of mental workload, they will be compared along different 
dimensions. 
 
First of all, the model in this thesis serves as a — for the scenario — complete 
description of the critical tasks performed by a tank-commander, gunner, and 
driver, in contrast to the reviewed purely cognitive/affective models. Hence, the 
effects of behavior moderators in this model directly change the “path” in a 
hierarchical tree of tasks. While both Hudlicka and Henninger demonstrate their 
models in a behavioral context, their focus is on the internal functioning of the 
cognitive and affective processes. In practice, this means less interaction between 
cognitive and motor behavior as well as a less detailed set of motor behaviors in 
use. As the model in this thesis is rooted in specific situations among a set of 
visible cognitive and motor behaviors, the connection to the demonstration 
environment is also more straightforward. 
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Hudlicka and Henninger’s work would have been unsuitable for modeling the 
scenario in this thesis for following reasons: 
 

 Lack of empirical input data required by all MAMID modules (values for 
processing speed, perceptive cue filtering, etc) 

 Explicit focus on input-processing-output cycle instead of direct links 
between internal and behavioral events 

 MAMID does not allow to directly include mental workload 
 
Further, both MAMID and SESAME-Soar are developed with consideration of 
theoretical structures of the mind, but without using empirical data from the field. 
This means that while they are based on theories in the psychological literature, 
the realism of the models rely exclusively on these theories with no further 
support in empirical measurements. Further, no task analysis is mentioned in 
Hudlicka’s (2003) and Henninger’s (2003) work, which means that even if the 
interaction between cognition and affect can be established in a reliable way, 
there will be no guarantee that the simulated behavioral effects are relevant for 
the tasks demonstrated. In fact, during an interview with an SME on the tank 
simulator used in this study, emotion was not deemed to be a critical factor as 
compared to what can be generally termed “stress”. 
 
Theoretically, mental workload is an established phenomenon since twenty years 
back in the analysis of complex behavior. Instead of relying on this well-
established line of research, Hudlicka and Henninger focus on modern and 
arguably shallow theories of emotion and affect. While these phenomena 
doubtlessly exist, alternative theories about emotion and affect have also been 
published (e.g. Costa & McCrae 1992 or Lisetti & Bianchi 2002 ). Hudlicka’s 
review of the psychological literature is however far more extensive than 
Henninger’s and includes the step “sufficient robustness of empirical findings to 
allow generalizability to the military context” in her methodology. 
 
On the other hand, while the model in this thesis only claims to explain the 
effects of mental workload on tactical performance in a specific scenario, the 
scope is wider in both MAMID and SESAME-Soar for following reasons: 
 

 Both SESAME-Soar and MAMID have a complex interaction where 
behavior moderators have an impact on performance, and performance in 
turn affects the moderator variables. In this thesis the interaction is one-
way. 

 The number of mental phenomena accounted for in the MAMID 
framework includes: attention and WM speed, extraversion, stability, 
aggressiveness, anxiety, and positive and negative affect. The 
corresponding list of dimensions in SESAME-Soar: clarity-confusion, 
pain-pleasure, arousal, stability-neuroticism, and introversion-
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extroversion. In our model, the only phenomenon investigated (with one 
exception of aggression in choosing firing-position) is mental workload. 

 Both Hudlicka and Henninger attempts to create generic models. By 
dissociating the model from specific behavioral tasks a greater number of 
scenarios and roles can be speculated applicable for the model. However, 
the claim to be generic — as in “innately human” — remains to be 
demonstrated by both models. 

 
The implementation of the model in this thesis is based on the same framework 
as Henninger’s model: Soar. In practice, the interaction with the behavior 
moderators in Soar, means that new values are introduced on the ^input and 
^output links of Soar’s working memory. In contrast to the model in this thesis, 
Henninger’s model also lets the environment percepts pass through the 
moderating modules to the ^input link. Decision-making can be assumed to be 
similar in both models, as both models use Soar’s production rules to fire 
depending on a set of conditions. 
 
Compared to Siegel’s (1969) and Archer and Lockett’s (1997) models, the only 
feature in common with the model in this thesis concerns the phenomenon under 
investigation: mental workload. While mental workload is “output” (dependent 
variable) in Siegel’s and Archer and Lockett’s models, it is used as “input” 
(independent variable) in this model. An exception to this is the performance 
measures that WinCrew generates. However, these measures are quantitative and 
assume a degradation of performance on the same tasks. In contrast, the model in 
this thesis changes much of the tactical and operational performance in terms of 
new tasks: a different set of production rules is fired. 

4.2 Discussion of the method 
Three methodological conclusions have been made during this process:  
 

 Modeling is time-demanding if a stringent methodology is to be followed 
instead of “reasonable and informed” speculation. 

 Empirical datasets must suit the agent in the precise context one wants to 
simulate.  

 While datasets that may be both suitable for the agent, as well as 
describing interesting results, they may not reveal the determinants of 
observable behavior. 

 
Informed speculations about behavior may be more cost effective than following 
a thorough methodology. In any future model, the constraints on validity as well 
as the modeler’s experience should first be taken into consideration. For 
example, if the model creator has experience from the domain that is to be 
modeled, and the estimated future use of the model is limited, going through the 
steps of Hierarchical Task Analysis and empirical ratings/measures may not be 
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cost effective. On the other hand, if the armed forces need a reliable model for 
multi-purpose use which also must have the potential to scale up, or the 
competence of the modelers is focused on the modeling framework rather than 
the domain being modeled, a thorough methodology is highly preferred. 
 
While much empirical data is collected in the field and there is always a 
possibility to perform new experiments, data collection must be done with the 
artificial agent and its context in mind. In the extreme case of a discrete state 
simulation, every state transition may need its own dataset. This means that 
general statistical claims may not be applicable or useful for an agent simulation. 
Another example of inappropriate material for model construction would be 
subjective ratings that answer questions of the kind “How?” when the “How 
much?” kind is needed, or answers “When?” instead of “What?”. 
 
Given that the model demonstrates changes in tactical performance, some effects 
of behavior moderators may not be as important in connection to observable 
behavior, either because the impact is not significant enough or because the 
impact occurs in a path which is not critical for overall performance (see Gary, et 
al, 1993 for a similar discussion of time efficiency). That means in order to create 
a simulation where effects of behavior moderators on tactical performance are 
visible, one must first know which behavior moderators have relevant impact. 

4.3 General discussion 

4.3.1 Future extensions 

“At present, we are a long way from having a general-purpose cognitive model 
[...] that can be incorporated directly into any simulation and prove useful. 
However, the field has developed to the point that simulations incorporating 
known models and results of cognition, coordination, and behavior will greatly 
improve present efforts by the military, if — and only if — the models are 
developed and precisely tailored to the demands of a given task and situation, for 
example, the tasks of a tank-driver or a fixed-wing pilot.” (Pew, 1998) 
 
With this view in mind, the objective in this thesis was to create a cognitive 
model that simulated the observed behavior in a specific scenario, rather than a 
generic model of human cognition. While the model described in this thesis 
cannot be applied within any context or plugged into any application, slight 
modifications to accommodate new scenarios are assumed to be relatively easy. 
For example, the model could be extended to battle within city limits by 
incorporating a new set of production rules in the same model. 
 
The model could be extended in many dimensions. The agents could be more 
detailed or with a higher degree of functionality. The model could be adapted to 
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new missions and environments, and more behavior moderators could be 
included. Also, additional cognitive skills such as planning and learning, and a 
higher number of participating agents in the simulation, are all potential areas for 
investigation. In any such endeavor a clear user goal should be set. Also, the 
constraints on validity should be set before the process begins, in order to 
minimize inefficient working hours. 
 
Personally I consider an integration of a “workload calculator” to be the most 
interesting extension. By modeling the level of mental workload based on current 
taskload (using, for example, IMPRINT’s formula, see section 3.1.3), changes in 
the external environment could be used to affect internal variables that underlie 
calculation of workload. Hence, the circle would be closed with regard to the 
interaction between behavior and behavior moderator:  
 

Behavior (Tasks)  Behavior moderator (MW)  Behavior (Tasks) 
 
Another interesting part would be to introduce situation awareness in the model. 
In this case, the following interaction would arise:  
 

Behavior (Tasks)  Cognitive state (SA)  Behavior moderator (MW) 
 
Perhaps in a future where a multitude of agents expressing complex behavior are 
available for analysis in a number of scenarios, regularities can be identified and 
replace “chunks” of production rules with a single production rule. Similarly, 
aggregates of several agents may be able to cut down the number of production 
rules, which otherwise will grow quickly. Also, depending on the purpose of the 
simulation, perhaps certain behaviors are better described as continuous than as 
discrete state. Our point is that the idea presented by Law & Kelton’s (1993) in 
their example of modeling traffic flow — the characteristics and movement of 
individual cars require discrete state simulations, but the flow of traffic is better 
described as differential equations in a continuous model — could be applicable 
on human behavior representation as well. 

4.3.2 Domain feedback and potential use of model 

The knowledge that has been acquired during the modeling process and that 
could be fed back to the domain can be divided into to three main categories: 
 

 Changes in execution of specific tasks, their sequence and their division 
among the crewmembers for higher efficiency 

 Changes in tank-system design, technology and information design 
 Changes in crew training, education and doctrine with regards to mental 

workload 
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Given that four of the six effects of mental workload are associated with 
communication between the tank-commander and the gunner, and between tank-
commanders, performance should be able to be improve in this area, based on the 
insights offered by our model. 
 
In order to minimize the risk for a tank-commander misdirecting the gunner, as 
well as the gunner delaying the detection of an enemy target, it would be 
favorable if the gunner were able to identify more objects on behalf of the tank-
commander (who also would be relieved for other tasks). This could by achieved 
by letting the gunner have more responsibilities in observation, as well as 
improving the sensor capabilities in the gunner’s working environment. For 
example, larger prisms could be installed, providing 360 degrees field of view. 
Another solution would be if the gunner and tank-commander together could 
train the “detect-direct-listen” procedure when targets are visible. 
 
In addition, the loader, which is not modeled in this simulation because his tasks 
are too few, could relieve the tank-commander, who has the highest mental 
workload among the crew. Instead of a single prism, the loader could have his 
own periscope to detect enemies, before the ammunition loading procedure must 
begin. 
 
The communication between tank-commanders, mediated both by the radio-link 
and the shared computerized map (LSS) were affected by mental workload in our 
simulations. In order to make it easier for the tank-commander to add enemies on 
the LSS, while under high mental workload, new interaction designs for the LSS 
should be investigated. As for communication, tank-commander training could 
put a stronger emphasis using the radio-link in moments of high mental 
workload.  
 
Presenting the model for the tankcrew could be useful. Even though it is an 
abstraction from the domain, and also not a complete description, it captures the 
basic tasks of the mission. As the time for detection of enemy targets is crucial 
for the outcome of tank battle, the conceptual model might be helpful for 
bringing awareness to which factors affect enemy detection time. 
 
Also, to the extent that crewmembers are aware of their own mental workload, 
they should be able to plan tasks and take into account factors that will influence 
their mental state. For example, knowing that detection of enemies is especially 
error prone when mental workload is high, it might be possible to plan ahead and 
“save mental capacity” for those critical moments when enemy appearance is 
anticipated. Furthermore, if the tank-commander and the rest of the crew become 
aware of eachother’s weaknesses caused by mental stress, it should be possible to 
compensate for eachother’s shortcomings during mission. For example, given 
that the tank-commander always has a high mental workload just after an 
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engagement, more observational responsibilities could be handed out on the 
gunner in that situation. 
 
In some of these areas, new hypotheses could easily be generated based on 
common sense and the domain experience acquired during the modeling. The 
following questions could form a basis for stating new hypotheses: 
 

 Can the gunner, driver, and loader relieve the tank-commander from some 
tasks? 

 Can mission planning, on task level, reduce mental workload in critical 
situations? 

 Can awareness of factors having an influence on mental workload help the 
tankcrew lower their workload during mission? 

 Can more communication, for example between drivers exchanging 
information about the terrain, relieve the crews from mental workload? 

 To what extent is the tankcrew’s degraded performance influenced by 
other factors than mental workload? For example, sleep deprivation, 
loudness, nutrients and drugs, also contribute to the functional state of the 
crew. 

 
Because of practical and system requirements, the implemented model is not 
ready to be included in a training simulator. However, the conceptual model 
implemented in a training simulator system, should be able to help training of 
unexpected situations as well as help improving tactics in known situations. In 
any scenario where mental workload is critical, the behavior moderator could be 
set to a level that is judged realistic in that situation. Testing during manipulation 
of variables could be performed in order to predict outcomes in new scenarios. 
 
Also, the model could be used as part of the crew. Implementing the driver or the 
gunner in a system that is able to communicate with the tank-commander, the 
latter has an opportunity to participate in training sessions where no real 
crewmembers are available.  
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APPENDIX A 

2. Take fire
position

1. Navigate to
line

0. Take Line

1.3 Direct
driver

1.1 Check
terrain

1.2 Check
instruments

2.1 Choose
position

2.2 Direct
driver

2.1.3 Evaluate
2.1.1 Observe

distance
2.1.2 Observe

distance, field,
shadow, protection

3. Joystick1. Break 2. Throttle

0. Drive

 
 
 
Appendix A. Conceptual model in the form of a hierarchy, illustrating the tasks from the 
starting point to the selection of firing-position. The upper and lower trees describe the 

behaviors of the tank-commander and the driver respectively. 
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Tank Commander

0.
1.
IF distance to line > x
THEN navigate to line

1.1
IF distance to line != 0
THEN put my direction in memory

1.2
IF distance to wp - distance in memory > x
OR atStart
THEN put my-velocity in memory
put wp-dir in memory
put wp-dist in memory
put wp-type in memory

1.3
IF have checked instruments
AND have checked terrain
AND wp-dist != 0
THEN send wp-dir and wp-dist to driver

2.
IF distance to line < x
THEN take fire position

2.1
IF no position is not chosen
THEN choose position

2.1.1
IF mental workload is high
THEN put terrain-nodes-distance in memory

2.1.2
IF mental workload is low
THEN put terrain-nodes-field-shadow-protection in memory

2.1.3
IF nodes in memory
THEN select bestOf (memory.terrain-nodes)

2.2
IF position is chosen
THEN direct driver

Tank Driver

0.
1.
IF tank commander's wp-dist = 0
THEN break 100%

2.
IF tank commander's wp-dist != 0
THEN pull throttle 100%

3.
IF tank commander's direction != my-memory-direction
THEN my-direction = commander's direction

 
 

Appendix A. Pseudo-code describing the logical conditions for tasks from the starting 
point to the selection of firing-position.
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APPENDIX B 

3. Attack
target (s)

1. Search
target(s)

2 Evaluate*

4. Direct
gunner*

1. Assign
UPM

2. Observe*

0. Engage
target(s)

0. Engage
target(s)

1.1 Observe 1.2 Listen

3.1 Turn
tower

3.2 Aim

1.2.1 Detect*

3.3 Fire

3. Report
target(s)*

2.1 Detect*

3.1 Add
target(s) to LSS*

 
 
 
 
Appendix B. Conceptual model in the form of a hierarchy, illustrating the tasks from the 
firing-position to attack on targets. The upper and lower trees describe the behaviors of 

the tank-commander and the gunner respectively. 
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Tank Commander
0.
IF we have reached fireposition(x,y,z)
THEN engage target(s)

1.
IF no target(s) is visible
THEN assign UPM

2.*
IF no target(s) is visible
OR ( target have been hit
        AND mental workload is low )
THEN observe terrain

2.1*
IF no targets are reported
OR no tagets are added to LSS
THEN start timer

3.* IF target(s) is detected
AND mental workload is low
THEN speak to platoon

3.1*
IF we know target position (x1,y1,z1,...)
AND mental workload is low
THEN add target(s) (x1,y1,z1,...) to LSS

4.*
IF target(s) is detected
AND UPM is assigned
AND mental workload is low
THEN give gunner correct position of target

Tank Gunner
0.
IF we have reached fireposition(x,y,z)
THEN engage target(s)

1.
IF no target(s) is visible
THEN search for target(s)

1.1
IF we are searching for target(s)
THEN observe

1.2
IF we are searching for target(s)
THEN listen

1.2.1*
IF mental workload is high
AND no UPM is assigned
THEN start timer

2.
(IF target(s) are observed
OR target(s) are reported)
AND mental workload is low
THEN evaluate danger

3.
IF target has been selected
THEN attack

3.1
IF we are attacking
THEN turn tower

3.2
IF we have turned tower
THEN aim at target

3.3
IF we have aimed
THEN fire

 
 
 

Appendix B. Pseudo-code describing the logical conditions for tasks from the firing-
position to attack on targets.
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APPENDIX C 
Movie clips of the demonstration scenario are available for download on the 
web: 
 
http://mikael.lundin.com/mastersthesis/movieclips.html 
 
 

         
Taking line          Mixed views
 

 
Approaching firing-position
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